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Mutual Indemnity in Oil and Gas Services Contracts 

The oil and gas is an inherently risky industry.  It is therefore common for oil and gas 

companies and services contractors to structure their risks by pre-allocating their liabilities in 

their contracts. 

The Macondo incident, which occurred soon after the Montara incident, has triggered 

government reviews and challenges on current practices and accepted principles of safety of 

offshore operations.1  Following the disaster, the US imposed a six-month moratorium on all 

deepwater offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM).2   

Similarly, the UK added offshore safety measures including the establishment of 

OSPRAG, which has been disbanded and replaced by the IIRG and OSRF.3 The UK government 

also commissioned a regulatory review, which resulted in a report called the Maitland Report 

(“Report”) that concluded the UK has a superior regulatory regime compared to the regime 

applicable in Deepwater Horizon. 4 From 2007 to 2009, fatalities in the offshore O&G industry 

were over seven times higher per hour worked in US waters compared with UK waters,5 despite 

the fact that many of the same companies work in both areas.   Conversely, there has been no call 

on the UK OPOL - the UKCS’s voluntary oil pollution compensation agreement - in over 30 years 

of UKCS operations.6  All of the above commends the UK’s robust offshore regulatory framework. 

In the Macondo incident, the hydrocarbons flown up the well bore through the riser and 

onto the rig. This was due to the failure of the cement barrier in the production casing string.7  The 

common feature of the litigation that ensued from Macondo and the infamous Piper Alpha disaster 

1 The Montara Oil Spill occurred in the Montara oil field in the Timor Sea, off the northern coast of Western Australia; 
2 The moratorium was challenged by several oil companies engaging in offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, e.g. 

Hornbeck Offshore Services Hornbeck Offshore Services, LLC v Salazar, 701F.3d 810 (5th Cir. 2012); 
3 After OSPRAG was discontinued, the Indemnity and Insurance Review Group (IIRG) and the Oil Spill Response 

Forum (OSRF) continue the project;  
4 DECC., ‘Offshore Oil and Gas in the UK: an Independent Review of the Regulatory Regime’ (the “Maitland 

Report”), Appendix C <www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/meeting-energy-demand/oil-gas/3875-offshore-oil-gas-uk-

ind-rev.pdf>; 
5 International Regulators Forum (IRF)., ‘Global Offshore Safety: IRF Country Performance Measures’  

<http://www.irfoffshoresafety.com/country/performance/>; 
6 The agreement came into effect on 1 May 1975 and applies to all facilities on the UKCS; Offshore Pollution Liability, 

‘OPOL’ <http://www.opol.org.uk/about.htm’>; 
7 C. Egbochue, ‘Reviewing Knock for Knock Indemnities Following the Macondo Well Blowout’ (4 January 2013) 7 

(4) Construction Law International 9, 14; BP v Transocean Case 2: 10-md-02179-CJB-SS Document 5446 filed

26/01/12;

http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/meeting-energy-demand/oil-gas/3875-offshore-oil-gas-uk-ind-rev.pdf
http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/meeting-energy-demand/oil-gas/3875-offshore-oil-gas-uk-ind-rev.pdf
http://www.irfoffshoresafety.com/country/performance/
http://www.opol.org.uk/about.htm
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was the reliance of the parties on the knock-for-knock (KK) indemnities to limit their financial 

exposures in respect to third parties’ claims.8   

Oil companies normally contract with their offshore contractors based on the industry 

standard pre-agreed and pre-allocated liabilities and indemnities (L&I) regime.  The KK indemnity 

is the industry’s approach to allocating contractual risks and liabilities for services and work 

conducted offshore.9  In the absence of pre-agreed and pre-allocated L&I, the liabilities for 

damage/ injury would be determined by applicable law (the law of contract and/ or negligence).  

Knowing the risks through pre-allocated L&I regime provides the contracting parties with the 

benefit of being able to critically assess their risk allocation; and, therefore to make budget 

planning for each projects.10  

In most offshore projects there are numerous companies, including services contractors 

working at the worksite, incorporated in various jurisdictions, and deploying various personnel 

(with various nationalities), rigs, vessels, etc.  In the Macondo offshore project, the Deepwater 

Horizon MODU was operated by Transocean as the vessel owner-contractor and leased by BP as 

the client-operator (along with its partners: Anadarko Petroleum and MOEX).11 The hazardous 

nature of offshore operations and the involvement of numerous contractors at any given time are 

fundamental reasons to apply mutual indemnities. This way they pre-allocate responsibility for 

injury or death amongst the various employers based on identity; rather than based on fault. 12 

Apart from avoiding the overlap of insurance coverage, another benefit is that therefore the risks 

are apportioned equally amongst the parties. Additionally, as this is pre-agreed it thus circumvents 

expensive and protracted litigation.  Therefore, as Lord Bingham and Lord President Rodger 

opined in London Bridge: KK indemnities are the O&G industry ‘market practice’ and 

fundamental to the economics of the North Sea operations.13 

8 Ibid.; 
9D.W. Sharp, Upstream and Offshore Energy Insurance  (1st edition, Witherbys Insurance, Livingston 2009); see also 

T. Daintith, and G. Hewitt, United Kingdom Oil and Gas Law (3rd edition, Sweet & Maxwell, London 2011);
10 See also W.W. Pugh, and H.J. Flanagan, ‘Chapter 14: Master Service Agreements and Risk Allocation: in whose

good hands are you?’ <http://www.liskow.com/PublicationFiles/1Flanagan-Pugh.pdf > ;
11 MOEX is part of Mitsui Corporation;
12 Caledonia North Sea Ltd. v. London Bridge Engineering Ltd. [2002] UKHL 4 (“London Bridge”); [2002] 1 Lloyd’s

Rep 553, HL (a House of Lord’s Scottish case relating to the Piper Alpha disaster); as reported also in 2002 W.L.

45331 on 7 February 2002, at para 9 Lord Bingham referred to the opinion of Judge Brown in Fontenot v Mesa

Petroleum Co. (1986) 791F 2d (US C.A. 5th circuit), at pp.1207, 1209, and 1216 ;
13 London Bridge as per Lord Bingham;

http://www.liskow.com/PublicationFiles/1Flanagan-Pugh.pdf
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An indemnity is essentially a promise to repay (simply put, reimburse) the other party to a 

contract in respect of certain liability should it arise.14 An indemnity clause therefore is an agreed 

allocation of financial risk.  ‘Liability’ refers to the responsibility or obligation of the person who 

is at fault to compensate the injured or the aggrieved person or party.  “[it] is a clause under which 

one contracting party promises to indemnify the other for any liability incurred by him in the 

performance of the contract.” (McKendrick) 15 A KK indemnity simply shifts the source of 

compensation, without affecting the injured party’s right to recover, in the same way as this 

liability may be transferred to an insurer.   

A KK indemnity is and should be reciprocal: each party agrees to indemnify and holds 

harmless the other, their affiliates and other group members, in respect of injury/death and loss of 

or damage to the relevant group member’s property, regardless of fault (negligence, breach of duty 

either statutory or otherwise).16 The mutual indemnification in respect to personnel and property 

is standard practice in the offshore industry (D.W. Sharp), for example as adopted in the UK 

LOGIC standard forms.17  Other than indemnities in respect of personnel and property, other heads 

of liability, are: (i) third party losses (“TPL”); (ii) for pollution emanating from the reservoir (e.g. 

blowout); and, (iii) for either party’s and group’s own consequential losses.  The LOGIC forms 

also include an indemnity covering the liability for loss of or damage to permanent third party’s 

offshore O&G facilities and pipelines and any consequential loss arising thereof. 18  

The mechanics of the industry’s L&I provision are: (i) the indemnity provided in respect 

of the liability for personnel, property and ‘own consequential losses’, is reciprocal (mutual/ 

knock-for-knock) AND regardless of fault; (ii) whereas, either party is responsible for TPL 

(including personal injury and/ or property damage of the third party) arising from the performance 

of the contract - only to the extent that such losses are caused by its and its group’s negligence, 

14 K&L Gates LLP., ‘Warranties, Indemnities, Liability & Insurance: Key Legal Issues, Practical Sessions and Case 

Studies’ (4 October 2012) <http://www.klgates.com/files/Publication/2e05401a-2ff8-4a71-bc6a-

0906316c1735/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/ee04fb20-41b0-498a-9da9-

10401b1ad6c1/Warranties_Session_Presentation.pdf >; 
15 E. McKendrick, Contract Law (4th edition, Palgrave Law Masters, London 2000), p. 242; 
16 Claim is usually defined in the service contract; 
17 D.W. Sharp, op. cit.; see also T. Daintith, and G. Hewitt, op. cit. ; and as per Lord Bingham in London Bridge;  see 

also LOGIC General Services Form Article 19; 
18 LOGIC Model Form clauses 19.1(c), 19.2(c) and 19.5; 

http://www.klgates.com/files/Publication/2e05401a-2ff8-4a71-bc6a-0906316c1735/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/ee04fb20-41b0-498a-9da9-10401b1ad6c1/Warranties_Session_Presentation.pdf
http://www.klgates.com/files/Publication/2e05401a-2ff8-4a71-bc6a-0906316c1735/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/ee04fb20-41b0-498a-9da9-10401b1ad6c1/Warranties_Session_Presentation.pdf
http://www.klgates.com/files/Publication/2e05401a-2ff8-4a71-bc6a-0906316c1735/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/ee04fb20-41b0-498a-9da9-10401b1ad6c1/Warranties_Session_Presentation.pdf
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and is also obliged to indemnify the other for losses arising in this way.  TPL provision is thus 

based on a fault-based regime.   

Therefore it is safe to conclude that the indemnification in respect of personnel and 

property is customarily on a KK arrangement. Whereas, each party bears its own TPL risk 

(provided it is liable at law).  However, because of the magnitude of the risk involved in offshore 

operations, Sharp recommends that operators should consider providing a hold harmless indemnity 

to the contractor for third party losses above a certain value-based threshold.19  

My observation is that LOGIC’s L&I regime is in alignment with the principle adopted by 

Sharp, in that: (i) the well owner indemnifies contractor regardless of fault in respect of blowouts

and loss of or damage to permanent third party O&G facilities (arising from the performance or 

non-performance of the contract); and, (ii) that the indemnity regime for TPL does not extend to 

pollution liability. 20 This is because, the oil operators are best placed to cover these risks (through 

self-insurance or relevant insurances). 

Why should an indemnity be reciprocal? The answer is, a provision obligating one party to 

assume liability for a specified risk and indemnify or hold harmless the other party without 

reciprocal indemnification would dilute the intended contractual protection.21 The KK regime 

encompasses ‘a circle of right of recovery’, where the indemnified gets to recover from the 

indemnitor the compensation paid to a claimant in respect of the ‘transferred risks’.   This 

mechanism does not affect the right of the claimant (i.e. the person who suffers loss/ injury).   

One of the salient feature in the KK indemnity, is therefore the principle of ‘hold harmless’, 

which in Farstad Supply was considered as an express exclusion of liability.22 Please note that the 

claim could invoke an application of section 3(2) of the Contributory Negligence Act. 23  

In common law, liability is allocated on the basis of fault (negligence or other fault), or 

strict liability basis.  Lord Denning states that a plaintiff can sue either in contract or tort when 

19 D.W. Sharp, op. cit.; 
20 LOGIC General Services Model Form clauses19.2; 19.3; 19.4, and 19.5; 
21 D.D. Peng, Mutual Indemnities in North Sea Contracts – Liability and Insurance Clauses (1st edition, Graham & 

Trotman, Dundee 1993), p. 1577;  
22 See Farstad Supply AS v Enviroco Limited [2008] CSOH 63, as per Lord Ordinary - Lord Hodge’s opinion in para 

[27];  
23 Section 3(2) and section 3(1) of the (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1940: the court can apportion liability 

among parties who are jointly liable in a way it views as just, allowing a party that has been found liable to seek a 

contribution from another party who would have also been found liable for the same loss. Section 3 of the 1940 Act 

is entitled “Contribution among joint wrong-doers”;   
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there is duty of care arising both in contract and in tort (Photo Production).24  However, the 

plaintiffs are not entitled to claim tortious remedies that are wider than the obligation assumed by 

the defendant under the contract (William Hill). 25 

Imagine an oil operator company lost its rig due to its contractor’s negligence.  According 

to the law of negligence, the contractor would need to assume liability for the lost rig.  The 

application of tort liability could create an overlap of insurance coverage. The rig owner would 

have had its rig insured, whilst the contractor would have had its liabilities insured as well. This 

would be non-economical. The KK property indemnity avoids the overlap of funding one risk 

(here, the loss/damage to the rig). 

The adoption of KK in allocating liability is therefore commercially preferable, as: 

(i) it is an effective tool to assess risk allocation and to plan for each project;

(ii) each party is best placed to manage the risk of injury or death to its people and damage to

its property;

(iii) it is a prudent contract strategy, because it reduces insurance costs that would otherwise be

factored into the contract pricing; and,

(iv) establishing fault would otherwise involve expensive and protracted litigation.  This is

avoided through the application of the KK indemnity, as explained by Lord Bingham in

London Bridge.

In London Bridge,26it was held that the operator’s insurers were entitled to be subrogated

to the claims of the operator against the contractors under the contractual indemnities.27 An 

indemnity clause encompasses the primary obligation whereas the insurance coverage that covers 

the indemnity obligation is a secondary obligation.  Although, the operator had been compensated 

by the operator’s insurer, it did not release the contractor’s primary obligation for the risks insured 

(“res inter alios acta”).28 

24 Photo Production Ltd. V Securicor Transport Ltd. (“Photo Production” )[1980] AC 827;  
25 William Hill Organisation Ltd. v Bernard Sunley & Sons Ltd (“William Hill“) [1982] 22 BLR 1;  
26 London Bridge, op. cit. at paras 11, 13 as per Lord Bingham agreeing with Lord MacKay and at para 97 as per Lord 

Scott;  Lord Bingham, in respects of Right of Subrogation, also referred to Castellain v Preston (1883) 11 QBD 380, 

388 and Lord Napier & Ettrick v Hunter [1993] AC 713, 732; 
27 T. Hewitt, op. cit., p. 13; 
28 London Bridge, op. cit. at para 16 as per Lord Bingham who referred to Speno Rail Maintenance Australia Pty. Ltd. 

v Hammersley Iron Pty. Ltd. (2000) 23 W.A.R. 291, as per Ipp J. (at p. 312, para 93) and as per Wheeler J. (at p. 327 

paras 167, 168); 
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Another practical purposes of KK indemnities is to limit the substantial risks involved in 

offshore projects to a level acceptable to most contractors.  

By and large, the main practical benefit of KK indemnities is that they avoid the need for 

multiple and overlapping layers of insurance by permitting the operator and the various contractors 

to carry insurance covering their own equipment and personnel rather than the damage the 

equipment and personnel can cause.29 

The contracting parties should understand and ensure that the ‘liability insurance’ provision 

is separate and independent from the L&I provision. The indemnitors and indemnitees should be 

mindful and direct their focus on the underwriting of applicable insurance liability coverage to 

ensure that the four corners of the policy reflect the parties’ intentions and are, in whatever form, 

consistent with the insurance requirements of an underlying indemnity contract.30 

Nila Gibb 
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29Mondaq., ‘United Kingdom: the Hidden Dangers of Knock-for-Knock Indemnities’  

<http://www.mondaq.com/x/83204/Insurance/The+Hidden+Dangers+Of+Knock+for+Knock+Indemnities >; 
30 See also M. Skidmore, ‘Deepwater Horizon is not Over Yet’ 

<http://www.law360.com/articles/472729/deepwater-horizon-is-not-over-yet >. 
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ESSENTIAL ABBREVIATIONS  

LOGIC Governance for Standard Industry Solution – a not-for-profit wholly owned 

subsidiary of OGUK; the reference to LOGIC in this paper predominantly refers 

to LOGIC standard services contracts (e.g. well services form), which includes 

services orders and purchases orders 

MODU Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit 

OPOL  Offshore Pollution Liability 

OSPRAG Oil Spill Prevention and Response Advisory Group 

O&G  Oil and Gas 

UCTA  Unfair Contract Terms Act  

UKCS  United Kingdom Continental Shelf  

UKOOA United Kingdom Offshore Operators Association 




